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ABSTIUCT ' . . .

A laser rangefinder may be used to perform two functions on board

an autonomous Martian roving vehicle. These two functions are (1)

navigation by means of a passive satellite and (2) mid-range path

selection and obstacle avoidance. The feasibility of using a laser to

make the necessary range measurements is explored in detail and a

preliminary design is presented. The two uses of the rangefinder

dictate widely different operating parameters making it impossible to

use the same system for both functions.
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. I." INTRODUCTION

A laser rangefinder may be used to perform two functions on board

the Kartian roving vehicle. These two functions are (.1) navigation by

means of a passive satellite and (2) mid-range path selection and

obstacle avoidance. It will, be shown that the laser used for navigation

would not be used for obstacle avoidance because of the great differences

in operating power levels and repetition rates.

The satellite navigation scheme for the Martian rover requires the

measurement of the distance between the rover and a passive satellite

in order to locate the rover in a Mars reference fraraer The distance

to be measured is of the order of several thousand kilometers and

must be measured to within .an accuracy of several meters. A laser

rangefinder combined with a retroreflecting surface-on the satellite

will be shown to neet the requirements of the navigation scheme. Of

primary concern are the weight and power requirements of the system.

An attempt has been made to include as many factors as possible in the

calculation of the power requirements for a given accuracy while at the

same tine using as simple a system as possible for reliability.

Instrumentation for a mid-range path selection and obstacle

avoidance system has also been investigated. A laser rangefinder is to

be used to sense terrain three to thirty meters ahead of the Mars

roving vehicle. The major components of the system are (1) the laser,

(2) the photodetector, and (3) a scanning system. The parameters of

these components are dictated by the terrain reflectivity, the range

to be covered, and the scan rate. The scan rate is determined by the

particular path selection algorithm to be used, some algorithms

requiring more data than others. The 'ideal' system would minimize
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power and v;eight, while adequately defining terrain to ensure vehicle

safety. A range accuracy of five centimeters or less is thought to be

necessary in or,der to adequately define terrain slopes three to thirty

meters ahead of the vehicle.

This report is divided into two parts. The first part is a

discussion of the satellite navigation system. The.second part deals

with the path selection and obstacle avoidance system.

PART .11 PASSIVE SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEM

A. Principles of Operation

The laser rangefinder operates in a manner similar to that of a

conventional radar. A block diagram of the essential elements of the

system is shown in Figure 1. The measurement procedure is initiated

by a trigger pulse from the on-board computer. The trigger pulse causes

the laser to fire a single short pulse of light, A small photodetector

mounted on the laser senses the leading edge of the light pulse and

starts -"-.he counter. The trigger pulse from the on-board computer is

not used to start the counter because there is a time delay involved

in firing the laser. The light pulse from the laser travels to the

satellite, is reflected and returns to a light receiver. The satellite

is equiped with a retroreflecting surface so that the light incident

upon the satellite will be reflected back to the rover, independent of

the orientation of the satellite. The light receiver collects the

reflected light and focuses it on a photodetector. The output of this

photodetector stops the counter. The counter nov; contains a number
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which is proportional to the distance between the range finder and the

satellite. The on-board computer reads out this number and computes

the one-way range from the following simple equation:.

R = cnT
2 . . . ' " •

where R -= Distance to the satellite (km)

T = Period of the counter clock (sec.)

n = Number contained in the counter

c = Speed of light (3 x l(r km/sec.)

_Q 7 ' -
For T = 10 seconds and n = 1.35(10) , the range is given by:

R = (3)(10)̂ (1.33)(10)7(10)"9 = 2000 kilometers
2 ' - - <

Note that the counter must be eight decades long in order to record n.

It may be possible to use a shorter counter if the range between the

satellite and the rover always falls within a small interval. In this

case, the most significant 'bits' of the counter will always be the

same, so that part of the counter is not needed.

B. Range Error

The range error is.primarily a function of the counter clock period,

the pulse width of the laser, the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver,

variation in the speed of light passing through atmosphere, and

refraction. One way to analize the range error due to the finite pulse

width of the laser and the signal-to-noise ratio is given here. The

laser pulse width is "T"' and has a band limited spectrum of width ̂,f.

Assume the noise is gaussian and occupies the same frequency band ^Af.

It can now be sho\-nr^ that the range error is zero mean gaussian with
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standard deviation given by:

R (1)

where ' (S/N)--, = Signal-to-noise ratio in energyHi

.,'. B = Second moment of the transmitted spectrum (Hz)

Some care must be exercised in calculating the signal-to-noise ratio

(S/H)_ and the second moment B. The transmitted signal can be viewed
& • . . .

as a carrier frequency 3? modulated by a time signal which has the

same waveform as the pulse shape of the laser output. The carrier

frequency is just the frequency of the laser light and is given by:

where ^. = wavelength of the light output of the laser

For example, a ruby laser has TV. = 69̂ 5 S = .69̂ 5/̂ m =6.9̂ 5(10) :

then _ 3(10)

m

8

6.9̂ 5(10)-7

The second moment B is given by:

B =

' Cj (f -$
Af

(f)

where <P (f) = .Transmitted spectrum (volts/Hz )

As an example, consider the case where the laser pulse envelope can

be approximated by sin 2 TT t_/*Vi v;here t is time. The corresponding
2 T

spectrum is found by taking the Fourier transform and is rectangular
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o
of width A f = 2/T. For T" = 10 nsec, Af = 2(10') Hz. Since the

spectrum is rectangular, B = /^f/2fy~J* = 5*77(10) Hz. The signal-

to-noise ratio in energy at the input to the receiver is equal to the

signal-to-noise ratio in power at the output of an ideal receiver

(correlation receiver). If a non-ideal receiver is used the signal-

.to-noise ratio at the output will be less than that at the input.

Therefore Equation (1) gives an upper bound on the range accuracy to

be expected. Continuing-the example, for (S/N)̂  = 10, the r.m.s.

range error would be 13 era. If the transmitted spectrum is approximately

bell shaped, B is equal to one-half the 3 dB width of the spectrum. It

can be concluded that for (S/lO-r, = 10 and T* = 10 nsec, the range
c* •

error v/ill be less than one meter. . • ' • '
x

The signal-to-noise ratio can be calculated', if the type of detector,

received power, and background radiation are known. The general equation

for the signal-to-noise ratio of a photoinultiplier tube i

,2

S/N = (2)

BW 2kTa + 4qM2 / *lpr + qr*PB +
I

R

'.where q =

n =

h =

P =

M =

BW =

k =

• T =

eq V hO h\?

Electron charge = 1.6(lO)~ coul.

Quantum efficiency of photomultiplier

Plank's constant = 6.63(10) joule-sec.

Received Power (watts)

Internal signal multiplication factor

Bandwidth (Hz)

Boltzman constant = .1.38(10)~25 joule/°K

Temperature (°K)
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R = Equivalent load resistance (ohms)
e(l
PR = Background power falling on the detector (watts)

I, = Dark current (amps)
d • . ~

A similar expression exists for photodiodes and will be given later,

The first term in the denominator of Equation (2) represents thermal

noise and 'is generally insignificant in a well designed photomultiplier .

The last three terms represent shot noise from the received signal, the

background signal, and the dark current, respectively. The background

signal can be minimized by use- of a narrowband light filter and by
n

limiting the field of view of the receiver. For BW = (10) Hz, ̂  = 0.02,

M •= 1K7(10)6, $ = 4.32(lO)1't Hz, Id = 8(lO)~
lIf amp., Pp = 0.6(10)~

8

watts, negligible background radiation, and shot noise limited operation,
V

the signal-to-noise ratio is 10. This is typical of an S-20 photo-

felmultiplier^. . -

. . The quantization error due to the digital counter can be expressed

as:' AR = cT/2 where AR '= the maximum range error due tomax max

quantization. Since nanosecond counters are available, this error is

small ( AR = 15 era for T = 1 nsec) and will not be considered further,
max

The velocity of light, c, varies with the properties of the medium.

For example, the velocity of light in vacuum and the velocity of light

in air at STP agree only to about one part in a thousana . The velocity

of light in a vacuum is known to one part in (10) . The velocity of

light in the Martian atmosphere can be: approximated if the atmospheric

composition can be determined and the range error can then be estimated

as a function of the path length through the atmosphere. If it is

assumed that the average path length through the atmosphere is 5 km

and that c is changed by one part in (10) over this entire length
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the resulting range error can be derived as follows:

R = cT . (3)
2

. R + AR = (c + Acyt
2

Subtracting Equation (3) from Equation (k) gives:

Rearranging Equation (3)-

= Act ' ' (5)
2

1 = R
2 c

and substituting into Equation (5) gives

c ' -

Therefore, • ~-

^R = (I0)-'f(5)(10)3 = 0.5 m " .

From this example., it can be concluded that range errors due to changes

in c caused by atmosphere are less than or at worst of the order of one

meter.

The range error due to refraction can be upper bounded by using earth

data. This error arises from bending of the laser beam caused-by changes

in the index of refraction m. The index of refraction varies approximately

exponentially with height and is assumed to be constant at a given

altitude. Under these assumptions, there would be no bending of the

laser beam if it is pointed straight up. However, as the beam is moved

toward the horizon, bending does occur. The error due to refraction for

a horizontal measurement is illustrated in Figure 2. It can be shown •*

that: .
-1
dm
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Figure. 2

RANGE ERROR DUE TO REFRACTION
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where P = Radius of curvature

m = Refractive index

H = Height

R
Also, 2 £. = <xl . and 6 = - °. dm

2 dH

where R = True distance (m)
6

(J = Refraction angle (rad) . •

oC = Total bending angle (rad)

The displacement of the spot on the receiving plane is:.

A = R £0 .

£ has been measured to be as large as kO ̂  rad/km on earth, and A.

is typically 1.35 m f°r a 10 ̂ :m measurement distance on earth; The

measured path length is given by: •
•)

.... R =OoC

The true path. length is:

R =

The error is then

A R = R - RO = P (CX- 2sinO</2)

Since c>< is a small angle,

= 20 sinC^/2

[°<-2(f -
or

AR=s Rc<2 = R €.2

2k ~T~

If \ie assume a worst case refraction angle of ÔOyĵ  rad and a range of

100 km, the error is:

12 = 0.26 cm .

Thus, we see that this error is extremely small and need not be

considered further.
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C,. Power Losses

The power output required of the laser can be determined from the

minimum received power necessary to achieve the required signal-to-noise

ratio and the power losses along the transmission path. The transmitted

Ctfpower and received power are related by"^

P - X4 *'a rm" "m p ( C\y - a. A A -L | jr j_ \w/

where P = Pov;er received (watts)r . . •

/v( = Efficiency of the optics • j_

$ = One-way atmospheric loss
a ' .

rf_ = Reflective loss at the satellitei

A = Receiver area (kin )
r

2 '
A_ = Target area (km)

• ^' = Returned beam divergence angle (rad)

<j>. = Transmitted beam divergence angle (rad)
U

P, = Transmitted power (watts)
"C • . . .

R = One-way range (km) .
~, ••) ' \.

For x< = .9, 0 = .9, A = 200 cm , ^, = 1.7(10) rad. , P = 0,.6(lO)~ rad.,3. r v r
A = 2 m , and R = 2000 km:T

= 1.97(10)~l6Pt

These numbers are typical for measuring the distance to the satellite.
Q

From a previous example, P = .6(10)" watts for a signal-to-noise ratio

of 10. The required peak transmitter power is then:.

p* = .6(10)"8 = 3.0(10)7 wattst -, /• .

An estimate of the average power requirements of the laser can be
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made based upon the peak transmitted power P., the pulse width T- , the
t

transmitted beam divergence / . , the search area, the efficiency of the
V

I

laser, and the number of measurements to be raade. From the previous

7 i —2
example, P = 3(10). watts for p.. = 1.7(10) rad. If we wish to search

t t

over a ' k5 solid cone, the maximum number of times the laser must be

fired is approximately:

f 5 / 2 ) tan2 0.392 =max 2 " 2

tan2/. tan2 0.01?
V

Three range measurements are required to determine the position of the

rover relative to the satellite. These three measurements are made

• • i o '
within a small time interval (one second) and therefore the entire 45

cone need not be searched for the second and third measurements. The

average number of laser firings will be taken to be 300. If we wish to

locate the rover once per day (2k hrs.)t the total expected number of

firings would be about 300 per day. The . energy required to fire the laser

once is given by: '

E = vr
• 1 L . " - . _ . ' ,

where E = Energy input (joules) .

^ ... = Laser efficiency .

P. = Peak power (watts)
v '

T* = Pulse width (sec.) •
y

For T = 10 nsec., P. = 3(10) ' watts, and f\ L = .005,

E = 3(10)7(10) = 60 joules
.005

The total energy required per day would then be 300 x 60 = l8000 joules.

The average power of the laser is then l8000/(3600) (2*0 ='0.208 watts.

From a practical standpoint, it would be desirable to make the measurements
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over as short a time as possible, -Thus if we allow 15 watts continuous

operating power, we could make our measurements in about 20 minutes.

These measurements could be done during the Martian night, thereby

reducing the background radiation entering the detector and also not

interfering with roving activities during the day.

D.. Weight Considerations

The two largest components of the rangefinding system which are

on board the roving vehicle are the optical collector and the energy

discharge capacitors. A graph of weight vs surface accuracy for̂  several

size optical collectors is shown in Figure 3»' The penalty for a large

blur circle is a wider field o'f view which results in greater background

noise. It should be noted that a field stop will not correct this. If

we assume a blur circle of 100 x< rad. the weight of the optical collector

2 ? " '
is about 8 Ibs/ft = 86 lbs/m . Pulse discharge capacitors suitable for

use with lasers are available with energy storage capabilities of up
r/-i

to 125 joules/lb. J

For n. = 0.005 and ̂ =10 nsec, the peak transmitter power per

pound of capacitor is: . • . .

P./lb = (125) (.005) = 6.25(10)7 watts/lb - . '
v ' ''—'-— - fj '̂

Rearranging Equation 6 and using previously stated parameter values

gives:

= 2.08(10)9 2 - (7)

The total weight of the system can now be written as:

W = 86 A + 1.6(10)"8 P. + 5 (8)r f v

Takin- the derivative with respect to A and setting equal to zero gives;
i-» î

- • ' . * * ' " ' f^ .'• • '
' . . r.
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Ar = .88

t = 2.36(10)
9 0t

W = 113.5 0 t + 5 . . .

Table I shows how these parameters vary as a function of 'the transmitted

beara divergence angle. .The weight. of the range finding system is seen

to be proportional to the transmitted beara divergence. The weight can

be reduced by requiring a smaller beam divergence. However, for a

smaller beam divergence, greater accuracy in the pointing system used

to aim the laser is required. Also, for angles less, than 1°, not much

improvement in weight can be expected.

PAST III LASER RANGEFINDER FOR MID-RANGE PATH SELECTION AND

OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE

A. Range Measurement Errors • .

The range error is of considerable importance in evaluating the

performance of path selection and obstacle avoidance schemes. ' Various

schemes have been proposed which use combinations of angle and range

measurements or range measurements alone. The final choice of a

particular scheme will depend heavily upon the range accuracies that can

be achieved. What follows is a detailed discussion of the range error.

The range is determined by transmitting a pulse of laser .light to

the Martian surface and measuring the light reflected back to the

vehicle. Two photodetectors are employed, one sonses the light emitted
f

from the laser and the other senses the light reflected from the surface.

The signal outputs of the two detectors are used to control the operation
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w

(Ibs)

5.1

6.0

7.0

9.0

1^.9

2k. 7

P. •t

(Mw)

2.05

- •- 20.5

'+1.0

82.5

205

*flO

Ar

(cm )
_•'

7.65

76.5

153

308

765

- . 15?0

(Degrees)

.05

.5

1.0

2.0

5

10

TABLE I V/EIGHT, PEAK TRANSMITTED POWER AKD RECEIVER AREA

.' . AS A -FUNCTION OF TRANSMITTER BEAM DIVESGE1TCE



of a time interval meter. The errors involved in the measurement of

the time interval arise from two distinct sources, noise and quantization.

The quantization process is shown in Figure k. The time interval

meter consists of three basic elements, (l) a square wave oscillator or

'clock', (2) a counter, and (j) a gating circuit. The error involved with

the generation of the triggering waveform v;ill be considered later. The

triggering waveform initiates and stops the count. The true time interval

(to within the accuracy of the triggering, waveform) is shown in Figure *f b

and is given by: .

t = t2- tl

The recorded time interval (Fig. k c) is given by:

. nT = t,' - tl'

Two errors occur for each measurement, one at the beginning of the count

cycle and one at the end of the count cycle. The net error is the

difference between these two errors:

e = t - nT = (t2 - t2') - (tx - t1')

If we denote t - t by y and t_ - t? by x (Figure ;4- d), the net error

is: .

. .' e = x - y

x end y can be considered as independent random variables since they

arise from physically independent sources. Also, for n^^l, x and y

will have uniform probability densities over the interval 0 to T. The

probability density of the total quantization error can be found by

convolving the density functions of x and y since x and y are independent.

Figure 5 shows the density functions of x, y, and e. The mean net error
f

e is seen to be zero by inspection of Figure 5c. The variance of the
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net error can be found as follows:

T

- 5 e p(e)de

0 T

\ e2/ 1 + l\de + \ e2 /- 1 + 1\
J — e -) ) 1 "2 e ")
-T \T T/ 0 \ T T/

de

The standard deviation of the range error is related to the time error by;

As an example, the standard deviation in range for a }£ nanosecond clock

period is given by:.

O

= 1.5 cm

Note also that the maximum time error is "irT. For' a % nanosecond clock

period, this corresponds to a maximum range error of "..̂ 3.75 ?•*••

The accuracy of the triggering waveform has been estimated for one

particular method of thresholding and will be shown to be related to the

signal-to-noise ratio. The error involved in generating the start pulse

at t. can be assumed to be negligible compared to the error involved in

generating the stop pulse at t_ since the signal-to-noise ratio will

generally be much greater at t.. than at t . An upper bound on the error

can be derived in terms of the .average slope of the transmitted pulse

and the signal-to-noise ratio. The received pulse is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6

NOISE ERROR IK THE RECEIVED PULSE
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The average slope of the noiseless signal is given by:

n = 2S ' (9)ave

where S = Maximum amplitude of the signal (volts) .

•f* = Signal duration (sec.)

. : m = Average slope (volts/sec.)

The pulse shape is assumed to be symmetric. If no noise is present, the

thresholding device will generate a triggering pulse when the signal

reaches one half of its maximum value or any other preset percentage

.of its maximum va3.ue. The same procedure is used to generate the start

and stop triggering pulses. When there is no noise present, the only

error will be the quantization error of the counter. When noise is

present, it will cause an error in the generation of the stop pulse. If

we denote this error by At, from Figure 6 the magnitude of the error is:

|At| < N . (10)
' m -

ave .

where' N. = Noise amplitude (volts)

in_ .= Average slope (volts/sec.)

Substituting Equation 9 into Equation 10 gives:

<
2(S/IO .

From this equation we can draw two conclusions. First, it is desirable

to have as narrov; a pulse width as possible, and second, the signal-to-

noise ratio should be as high as possible. The range error associated

with a pulse width of 10 nanoseconds and a signal-to-noise ratio of 20

is 3.75 cm maximum. It should also be noted that the timing error is

minimized if the threshold point is placed at the point of steepest

slope of the transmitted signal.
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Associated with the signal-to-noise ratio are the detection

probability and the probability of false alarm. .These considerations

arise when trying to decide when there is a signal peak or a noise peak.

If a threshold is set at K standard deviations of the noise, the

probability of false alarm P. is^ . . -

$:exp(-v /2)dv
- K

For K = 5.1, P = (10)"5.

Once the false alarm probability has been given and the threshold K

/-
calculated, the signal-to-noise ratio for a given detection probability

can be calculated from:

SO : ? - . . , - . . . .
expC-v /2)dv

where S/l̂  = Signal-to-noise ratio .in volts/ volt

Note that (S/N)2 = (S/K) and that (S/N)V -- (S/

(matched filter). As an example, for P = (10) , K = 3.1, and (S/N)

Note that (S/N)2 = (S/K) and that (S/N)V -- (S/N) for an ideal receiver

K = 1 nd SN

= 10, P = 0.5. For (S/N) = 25, P = 0.98.
j*

The signal-to-noise ratio for the rangefinder may be dictated by

either error considerations or by false alarm rates and detection

probabilities depending on which requirement is greater.

B. Target Cross Section

The power requirements of the laser are highly dependent upon the

reflectivity of the terrain. A rough estimate of .the peak transmitter
e

power can be made by assuming the terrain to be an ideal diffuse surface

(Lambert model). Snow is an example of such a surface. If the receiver



field of view is greater than the target area, the transmitted power

can be expressed as:

P. = 2TTR2 P
A cos e r

r

where P = Transmitted pov/er (watts)

P = Received -power (watts) <
r * •

p
A = Receiver area (m )
r

R = One-way range (m)

6 = Angle between the raean surface normal and the receiver (rad.)

If absorbtion of light by the surface is taken into account this equation
V

be comes:

pt ~ 27TP? P . .
r A cos 8 .

r

where r = Target reflectivity .

This equation was evaluated at several points to illustrate the magnitude

of the different parameters. The results shown in Table II are for

A = 1 cm2, P = (10) watts, and 6 = 0. The P = (10)" watts

corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio of about 10r •* Note .that more

pov/er is required than is shown in the table if the receiver is not

perpendicular to the surface,

[7]Experimental evidence J has shown that the Lambert model is approached

with increasing surface roughness only when the incident light arrives

in a near-normal direction. Since the measurement schemes considered for'

.use on the rover require the incident beara to arrive at shallow angles,

a better model is needed. Such a model has been developed by Torrance

[?1and Sparrowr J The major features of the model are (l) small random

mirrow-like facets, (2) multiple reflection, (3) internal scattering,

shadowing, and (5) masking. The model generally applies when the
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Target . .

Reflectivity ' Range

r R = 7 m R -- 3A m R = 28 m

.1% . . . 30 w 120 w ifSO w

1^ 3 w 12 w *f8 vf

10?̂  .3 w ' . • 1.2 w • lf.8 w

TABLE II PEAK TRANSMITTER POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS'

. ' VALUES OF RAflGE AND TARGET REFLECTIVITY
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root-raean-square surface roughness is greater than the wavelength of

t h e light used. . - • ' . . '

The reflec'tance distribution of a rough surface can be specified

• [n\
in terms of a normalized bidirectional reflectance*1 J:

2 2) /cos e exp(-C

<f,0°) • g f F(iy ,U) /cos + cos
(11)

The angles *«|/ , © , and ^) are shown in Figure ?. g is a scale factor

which determines the ratio of specular reflection to diffuse reflection.

The Fresnel reflectance F(̂ , n) is a strong function of ty for

60 ^ *>f S 90 t which is the range of angles that must be used in

the rangefinding system. As an example, the Fresnel reflectance for

magnesium oxide varies from .1 to 1 over the range of ̂  cited. The

Fresnel reflectance also varies widely 'with material. The shape of the

Fresnel curves differ markedly .for metals and noncietals.

The geometrical attenuation factor G(C|̂  , @ ) takes into account

the geometry of a rough surface. A V-groove model is used to represent

a surface facet. One possible orientation of the V- groove model is shown

in Figure 8. The constant C and the angle If define the distribution

of facet slopes about the mean surface plane. Typical curves for the

bidirectional reflectance ratio are shown in Figure 9. The dashed line

represents the Lambert model. Mote that peaks in the distribution occur

•at angles greater than the specular angle. These off-specular peaks are

caused by the factor G/cos © in Equation 11. It should also be noted

that G/cos© is strictly geometrical in nature, and hence, all materials

will exhibit some degree of off-specular peaking.

Since the actual magnitude of the bidirectional reflectance ratio is
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Figure 7

COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE
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BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE RATIO
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almost impossible to predict, an experiment is recommended for future

work in this area. The primary objective of the experiment would be to

determine the dynamic range of the reflectivity. Samples used in the

experiment should be of varying degrees of roughness and material composition

and measurements taken over a wide range of angles relative to the mean

surface normal. The results of such an experiment could then be used to

determine if controlled power output of the laser is necessary in order

to prevent detector damage or detector saturation.
rgl

The spectral reflectance of two types of surfaces is shown in

Figure 10. The reflectance is assumed to be measured normal to the

surface although the reference did not explicitly state how the- measurement

was made. In any case, it is important to note that the reflectivity

increases as wavelength increases. The near infrared part of the spectrum

is therefore., a better choice than the visible part of the spectrum.

C. Detectors

Consideration must be given to the protection of the detector from

intense radiation when the vehicle gets close to a specular surface. Under

such conditions, almost the entire output of the laser could be focused
to\

upon the detector. As an example, consider a typical PbS detectorJ°Jwhose

damage threshold is 0.32 J/cm . A fast rise time detector*- ^ has an

- 5 2
active area of approximately 2(10) cm . Thus, the maximum input energy

per pulse is (0.32) (2) (10)"̂  = 6.M10) Joules. If we consider a laser

with a pulse width of 50 nsec., the damage threshold in .terms of peak

output power of the laser would be 6.MlO)~ /50(10)"9 = 130 watts. If

the laser's output is restricted to be less than 130 watts peak, no

damage will occur for this particular detector. Similar calculations
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. Figure 10

SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE
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could be made to determine the damage threshold in terms of peak power

output of the laser for other detectors.

Another problem relating to excess radiation is saturation. The

larger the input energy, the longer it will take for the detector to

recover. This is due to the finite charge carrier lifetimes of

semiconductor materials. Recovery time can be as long as several milli-

jTol
seconds Jwhich could restrict the maximum scan rate. In view of this,

it ie .desirable to operate a detector with the lowest input that will

produce a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. This is also consistent

with rnxnimum laser powers. .

. Characteristics of several high speed photodiodes are given in
fa «n

Table III . It can be seen that there is a tradeoff between response

time and peak efficiency. A diode with a response time of 0.13 nsec.

has an efficiency of kO% whereas a similar diode with a response time of

7 nsec. has an efficiency of 90%. Note, also that the slower diodes have

larger sensitive areas. All of the photodiodes listed in Table III

operate at room temperature (300 .K).

D. Lasers

A" semiconductor laser is probably the most likely candidate for use

in the ranging system because of its small size" and light weight. The

spectral range of several semiconductor lasers is given in Table IV*1 •* .

Those shown in the table may be operated in pulsed node at room temperature,

A variety of GaAs .lasers are commercially available*" with an energy

o -
conversion efficiency of about l±%. The nominal wavelength is 9050 A

with a drift rate of 2.5 A/°C. The duty cycle of these devices is 0.1%

for units with a peak power output of 10 v/atts or less. For output powers
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Wavelength Peak Sensitive Series Response Dark
Diode- Range Efficiency Area Capacitance Resistance Time Current

(/<m) (?O (cm)2 (pF) (A) (sec) (A)

Silicon ..

n+-p

Silicon _
p-i-n °'

Silicon ^
p-a-n @

Ge n+-p 0.4-1.55 50

90

90

2xlO~5

2x10 -5

5x10'-2

2xlO
c

0.8

0.8

6 : i.3xlo~10 5xlo~i:r

ixio"10

~72xlO

-11 -810 1.2x10 2x10

TABLE III PHOTODIODE CHARACTERISTICS
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- .90

• -90
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up to 300 watts, the duty cycle is 0.02%. If we assume a 50 nsec.

pulse, the repetition rate for the lov; power devices is 20,000 pulses

per second and for the high power devices is 'tOOO pxxlses per second.

Thus, 1000 range measurements per second is a conservative estimate of

the capability of the laser. Since the wavelength of the laser shifts with

temperature, the spectral filter at the detector must be broad enough to

accomodate this shift. A spectral filter with an optical bandwidth of

100 A can tolerate a 40 C temperature shift. Consideration should be

given to minimizing the temperature rise of the GaA's laser (i. e. by

heat sinking) since the power output may decrease and a wider spectral

filter will be required thus degrading the signal-to-noise performance

of the system.

E. Electronic Scanners

An electronic scanning system is thought to be more desirable . : .

than a mechanical scanning system from the standpoint of reliability, • •v"

weight and power. There is a wide range of electronicly controlled

scanners presently available'••^ . These include piezo-electric devices,

bender v-iinorphs, bimetallic strips, and electro-optic crystals. Of

these, the piezo-electric laminated bimorph looks very promising. Power

requirements are very small (milliwatts) and units with scan rates.of

0.2 msec, with a 6 angular scan are commercially. available. •* Acousto-

Moptic deflectors using lead-molybdate can achieve scan rates of

300 kHz, but the angular scan is reduced to 2.5 milliradians. The

total angular scan can be increased by using a lense, however the

angular resolution will remain--equal to that of the scanning device.

Resolution varies, typically 100 to ^00 elements. A two dimensional scan
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can be achieved by using two scanning devices placed so that one scans

perpendicular to the other. A possible scanning system is illustrated

in Figure 11. An advantage of this configuration is that the transmitter

and receiver use the same beam steering devices, thereby providing auto-

matic tracking of the receiver.

IV CONCLUSION

The feasibility of using a laser to-make, range measurements from

on board the Martian roving vehicle has been demonstrated. The weight

and power requirements of a laser rangefinding system for use in a passive

satellite navigation scheme have been estimated. The range error of such

a system was explored in detail and was found to be within acceptable

limits. The weight of the rangefinder was found to be a function of the

transmitter beam divergence. In general, a smaller beam divergence

resulted in less weight. Decreasing the beam divergence, howeverr increased

the accuracy requirements of the pointing system used to search for the

satellite. Some tradeoff between the weight of the laser and the .weight

of the pointing system will have to be made in a final design.

The feasibility of a laser rangefinder for mid-range path selection

and obstacle avoidance has also been established. The range error for

this system was explored in detail and was found to be acceptable. A

surface reflectivity model has been presented for use in the final design

of the system. Automatic gain control at the receiver and control of

the laser output power may be necessary to overcome large changes in

surface reflectivity. Electronic scanning of the laser beam was also

investigated and found to be feasible.
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